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DIGITAL SECURITY CONTROLS, DIV OF TYCO SAFETY PRODUCTS CANADA LTD
95 BRIDGELAND AVE
NORTH YORK, ON M6A 1Y7 CANADA

**Combination control unit**, Models PC4020 v3.1, PC5020, P-8+, are intended for use with other Listed devices as indicated in the Installation Instructions to form a combination household fire, burglary and home health care warning system. Each control unit incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter.

**Control unit accessories**, Model LCD-4503Z, LCD5500Z, LCD5501Z, PC5508Z, PC5516Z or PC55325 keypads; Model LCD5501Z32-900 keypad/receiver; Model PICON-900 keypad/receiver.

**Control unit accessories**, Models NT9201, PNT9201 remote sounders. for supplementary use only.

**Control unit subassemblies**, Model PC4204 auxiliary power supply/relay module; Model ESCORT 4580 voice assisted security module; Model PC4936 audio interface module; Model PC4056C enclosure; Model PC4937 audio expansion module.
Combination control unit subassemblies, Models PC1616, PC1832, PC1864, intended for use with other Listed devices as indicated in the Installation Instructions to form a combination household fire, burglary, and home health care warning system. Each control unit subassembly incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter. (Dual Signal Line when control unit with its integrated DACT is used in conjunction with a separately listed Alarm Communicator Model GS3055/GS3066 or T-Link TL250/300, configuration capable of Standard/Encrypted Line Security.

Combination control unit, Models NT9010-433, PNT9010-433, Envoy NT9010A-433, PNT9010A-433 short range RF receivers are intended for use with other Listed devices as indicated in the Installation Instructions to form a combination household fire, burglary and home health care warning system. Each control unit incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter.

Combination control unit, Model PC5020CF, P-8+CF, for use with separately Listed devices as indicated in the installation instructions to form combination household fire, burglary and home health care warning system. Each control unit incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter.

Control unit subassemblies, Models PC5020 (UA186), PC5700, for use with PC5020, P-8+, PC5020CF, P-8+CF, control units.
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The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL's Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Listed and covered under UL's Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.
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